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Main Messages

Occupational back injuries are very common in British Columbia, and they are also very costly due to lost workdays, compensation claims, and health care costs. Doing research on the causes and patterns of back injuries is challenging, in large part due to the fact that the causes and patterns of back injuries are not well understood.

Many research studies, and other stakeholders including compensation systems, have treated back injuries as an acute injury, brought on by a specific event. More recent research has suggested that we need to rethink our understanding of back injuries, and recognize them as a more chronic or episodic condition.

This study makes important contributions to the research literature around how to define and measure back injuries in occupational health studies.

- This study used medical services, hospitalizations and workers compensation data to study long term patterns of health care contacts (frequency of contacts, types of contacts, gaps between contacts) for back-related diagnoses among a cohort of 116,268 workers employed in heavy industry in British Columbia (forestry, wood and paper products, construction, transportation and warehousing). Health care contacts with back-related diagnoses were analyzed to identify patterns in the data over the long term based on the number and type of contacts, the consistency of contacts and the gaps between contacts;

- This study provides a definition of a new back injury, and identifies a number of distinct patterns of back injury among a group of workers employed in heavy industries. The results are of direct relevance to occupational health researchers interesting in investigating the etiology of back injury, and may also have relevance for clinicians providing care to workers with back injury interested in understanding the longer-term course of back morbidity and health care seeking patterns;

- This study provides methods by which to measure patterns of back injury for researchers designing etiologic and epidemiologic studies of back injury (and for clinicians interesting in understanding the longer term course of back morbidity):

  - In this heavy industry cohort, a back injury episode was defined by a minimum of two outpatient visits per year;
  - Separate episodes (incidence) were defined by a three year gap with no health care contacts; and
  - Individuals with chronic back injury (prevalence) were defined by a minimum of four health care contacts per year with no gaps in contacts from year to year.
Executive Summary

This study followed a large group of workers in five heavy industries from 1992 to 2001 in order to better understand how back injuries arise and change over time. By looking at the health care services used by workers, our research revealed distinct patterns of back injury. We also learned more about how to identify when a new back injury arises. Because it identifies unique patterns of back injury, our research will be useful for researchers studying the causes of occupational back injury and illness, and for clinicians who want to better understand health care seeking behaviours of those suffering from back injury.

The study followed a large group of workers employed in industries known for being at high risk for back injury: forestry, wood and wood products, transportation, warehousing, and construction. We looked at how the group of workers used health care services related to back injury diagnoses to paint a picture of how they experienced symptoms over time. The five different patterns of back injury that emerged from our study are:

- A group (22.9% of study population) with no back-related (diagnosed) health care contacts
- A group (26.4%) with a consistent high probability of back-related health care contacts throughout the 10-year study period
- The remaining groups had a changing pattern of back-related health care contacts over time (increasing and decreasing probabilities of experiencing back symptoms, ranging from 0% to 55% over time). We think that these three groups represent a similar pattern of episodic back injury.

Our research suggests that workers experience different patterns of back injury over time. The ten-year window of our study captured these different patterns by type and frequency of health care contact and informed the definition of chronic and new-onset back injury for use in future occupational research studies. We defined a back injury episode as at least two back injury-related outpatient visits per year. Separate episodes were defined by a three-year gap without any health care contacts. Workers who had at least four health care contacts per year for the entire study period were defined as experiencing chronic back injury.

The different groups identified by this research will be useful for other researchers engaged in studies of occupational back injury. The group that remained injury-free could be followed for future back injury, or could serve as a control group against which to compare other workers. Those experiencing changing patterns of back symptoms could serve as a population experiencing new back injuries in future studies, providing that they remain injury free for at least three years.
1. Context

1.1 The Study Components

This report describes the results of the study “Back Injuries in Heavy Industries, Phase 1, Part A: Defining Back Injury Outcomes for Research Purposes.” The primary purpose of this part of the study was to define new onset back injury episodes for use in occupational studies of the causes of back injury. This study has provided a rich dataset describing long term patterns of health care utilization in the five heavy industries studied:

- forestry;
- wood and wood products;
- transportation;
- warehousing; and
- construction.

To investigate pattern of back-related morbidity, we used a combination of health care databases including outpatient medical services (general practitioner, specialist and other health care provider visits), hospitalizations, and workers’ compensation claim data. This report presents how we assembled the research database and how we defined health care contacts for back injury; how we analyzed multiple contacts with the health care system by type of contact to identify distinct groups of individuals with unique patterns of back injury; and how we used the findings to propose a definition of new onset back injury for use in future research studies.

The other component of this study “Back Injuries in Heavy Industries, Phase 1, Part B, Risk Factor Exposure Assessment” is reported separately. The two parts of this study comprise Phase 1 (methods development) of a research program aiming to understand the causes of back injury. We hope to use the results of this phase to design Phase 2, a study aimed at investigating the work-related cause of back injury.

1.2 Why Back Injuries are Important

Back injuries are among the most common workplace injuries in British Columbia. Between 1996 and 2005, there were 167,480 accepted compensation claims for back strain, representing ~25% of all claims, ~23% workdays lost, and ~20% of claims costs (1). There has been very little change in these proportions over time. More than a quarter of all back strain claims were from employees in five heavy industries: forestry, wood and paper products, construction, transportation, and warehousing. Using data for the period from 1996 to 2000, we calculated crude relative risks for back strain claims by industrial sector using the average risk over all 21 sectors as the baseline for comparison. The industries studied had above-average back claim risks (forestry RR=1.3; wood and paper products RR =1.3; transportation RR=2.5; warehousing RR=3.5; construction RR=1.7), making them an ideal focus for this study. These industries are also suitable to study because they include widely varying exposures to the factors believed to be the primary work-related causes of back injuries: materials handling, body postures, and whole body vibration.
1.3 Why Improved Definitions of Back Injury are Needed

Back injuries are the leading cause of activity limitations and health care utilization (2) and the most common reason for work disability and lost workdays in Canada (1). Despite considerable research efforts, reducing the incidence of back injury and the associated disability has remained challenging. One of the major reasons is that the understanding of the natural and clinical course of these injuries is poorly understood (3). Many forms of illness run an episodic course. Some of these, such as arthritis or asthma, are generally viewed as chronic conditions. Others such as back injuries have tended to be viewed as acute conditions. Many stakeholders such as disability compensation systems have traditionally framed back injuries as acute injuries requiring a local precipitating event at a point-in-time. Recent evidence suggests that we need to rethink this conceptual understanding and that back injuries may follow a more chronic or episodic course or trajectory. Hagberg’s model (4) of musculoskeletal morbidity is consistent with descriptions of back injury as a continuum from pain and loss of mobility to vertebral degeneration. Similarly, Von Korff (5) describes the course of back injury as highly variable, occurring in transient, recurrent, and chronic phases. The National Research Council conceptual model (as summarized by Marras (6)) has at its basis a biological mechanism of biomechanical load-tolerance relationship. Injury to the musculoskeletal system occurs when a biomechanical load is imposed on tissue that exceeds tolerance levels or when tolerance has decreased due to repetitive exposures over time or as a result of aging. While there is increasing recognition of the chronic nature of musculoskeletal injuries, a lack of knowledge on the specifics around the clinical course of back injuries has made it difficult to effectively investigate new onset episodes, as is typically done in epidemiology to identify risk factors for illness incidence. A better understanding of how to characterize the episodic or chronic course of back injury could advance understanding of etiology, management and prevention (7). Understanding risk factors in the context of the natural history of back injuries is also required to target the timing and type of prevention strategies and clinical interventions to prevent further morbidity and limit on-going disability.

Several papers emphasize the challenges of defining back injury outcomes (6). One review of 81 studies (8) found that only 31 contained a definition of back outcomes and none provided any scientific evidence for the choice of definition parameters. Another review of outcome studies among primary care patients (7) found that only two studies described the episode frequency and recurrence of back injury over a long-term follow-up period. Finally, a review of 234 papers on recurrence of low back injury (9) identified 12 that focused directly on the issue of recurrence of low back symptoms. The authors concluded that definitional and follow-up differences contributed considerably to variations in estimates of prevalence and incidence for back outcomes.

The purpose of this study was to propose a definition of new onset back injury for use in occupational studies investigating the links between workplace risk factors and the etiology of back morbidity. We created a person-specific, longitudinal database (1992 to 2001) of health care contacts for a cohort of 116,26 workers employed in five heavy industries (forestry, wood and paper products, construction, transportation, and warehousing). Health care contacts with back-related diagnoses were analyzed using a semi-parametric mixture modeling procedure to investigate trajectories of morbidity over time and identify distinct patterns for identification of new onset morbidity.
2. Approach

2.1 Study Participants

The study sample included workers living in the Canadian province of British Columbia (BC) who were employed in one of the five target industries in 2001 (forestry, wood and paper products, warehousing, transportation, construction). The sample excluded workers whose employer did not pay their health premium in 2001. Although health care coverage is universal in BC the ability to identify workers by industry of employment is dependent upon an employer-paid health premium (versus self-paid or government paid, for example) recorded in the provincial health registration file {Koehoorn et al 2006}. Individuals with less than 10 years of continuous follow-up between 1992 and 2001 were also excluded from the analysis to ensure capture of longitudinal patterns of back morbidity for all subjects.

2.2 Study Methods

2.2.1 Data Sources

Health data was available through the British Columbia Linked Health Database (BCLHD). The BCLHD is an extensive data resource for applied health services and population health research {Chamberlayne et al 1998; British Columbia Ministry of Health, 1998}. It includes longitudinal, person-specific, health data on the province’s four million residents, covering the study follow-up period. For the purposes of this study, the data available included the universal health insurance registration file of BC residents, workers’ compensation claims, hospital discharge records (including day procedures/surgeries), and medical services outpatient visits to general practitioners, specialists, and other practitioners (e.g. chiropractors and physiotherapists). All of the health records included a date of service and diagnosis codes (International Classification of Diseases 9th Revision (ICD9) (10)). The data for the study sample were merged using common personal identifiers across the four different data sources with a 97% success rate. The merged data set was provided to the research team with all unique identifiers removed. The project was approved by the University of British Columbia Behavioural Research Ethics Board.

2.2.2 Outcome Definition for Analysis of Incidence, Prevalence and Back Injury Trajectories

The outcome of interest was a health contact (dichotomous yes or no) with a back-related ICD9 diagnosis1. Health contacts were defined as a unique short-term (time loss) or long-term (permanent disability) compensation claim, or a hospitalization, or an outpatient visit to a general practitioner or a specialist. An outpatient visit was defined by a unique combination of the service date and practitioner code. For example, an individual with multiple services on the same day provided by a single practitioner was counted as one visit. Hospitalizations were limited to those where the back-related ICD9 diagnosis was the primary or most responsible diagnosis for their admission and length of stay respectively (out of a possible 16 diagnostic codes recorded in the hospitalization record).
Only one diagnosis code was recorded per outpatient visit or workers’ compensation claim and was assumed to be the primary reason for care or for compensation.

For the purposes of calculating incidence and prevalence, the definition was further restricted to 2 outpatient visits in a year in order to count as a case within that year. Individuals had to be free of back injury health care contacts for a minimum of three years across all data sources and were counted as an incident case in the year they presented with 2 outpatient visits, a workers’ compensation claim or a hospitalization, which ever occurred first. Prevalence was calculated as the cumulative 10 year prevalence during the study period (if an individual ever met the case definition) as well as the yearly prevalence (if they met the case definition in that year). Prevalence and incidence estimates were further stratified by industry and by back injury location (cervical, thoracic, lumbar or unspecified).

Diagnoses for acute, traumatic injuries such as fractures to the back were excluded from the analyses as not relevant to understanding the longer term patterns of health care contacts associated with a chronic and recurrent model of musculoskeletal morbidity of interest in this study. Relevant diagnostic categories included in the study represented degeneration or displacement of intervertebral discs or intervertebral disc disorders; spinal stenosis, neuritis or radiculitis; cervicalgia, cervicocranial syndrome, lumbago, sciatica, backache, strains and sprains, and other unspecified symptoms of the back. The back injury outcome was further characterized by anatomical location (cervical, thoracic, lumbar or unspecified) using the ICD9 codes.

As a surrogate of severity of back morbidity, a combination of a workers’ compensation claim and a hospitalization in a 12 month period was weighted as more severe (weight=4) in the analysis compared to a hospitalization only (weight=3), a workers’ compensation claim only (weight=2), an outpatient visit only (weight=1) or no contacts (weight=0). Individuals were coded according to the above severities for each 12-month window from the start of follow-up in 1992. For example, Subject A with zero back-related health care contacts in 1992 through to 1994 was coded ‘0’ for each of these years, then coded ‘1’ for outpatient visits in both 1995 and 1996, coded ‘2’ for a workers’ compensation claim in 1997, and finally coded ‘1’ each year through to the end of follow-up in 2001 for outpatient visits in each of those years.

2.2.3 Trajectory Analysis

A group-based method described by Nagin and colleagues (11, 12) was used to identify unique groups or trajectories of back injury morbidity (based on severity-weighted health care contacts as described above) among the study sample. Trajectory analysis is designed to model individual-level heterogeneity in data over time, as opposed to more traditional regression analyses that model only

1 Cervical: ICD9=722.0, 722.4, 722.71, 722.81, 722.91, 723, 723.01, 723.02, 723.1, 723.11, 723.12, 723.13, 723.14, 723.2, 723.21, 723.27, 723.3, 723.33, 723.4, 723.45, 723.5, 723.6, 723.7, 723.71, 723.72, 723.8, 723.9, 723.91, 723.96, 739.1, 739.11, 739.12, 739.13, 739.17, 739.18, 847.0, 847.01, 847.07; Thoracic: ICD9=722.11, 722.31, 722.51, 722.72, 722.82, 722.92, 724.01, 724.1, 739.2, 739.21, 739.23, 739.24, 739.25, 739.27, 739.28, 739.29, 847.1; Lumbar: ICD9=722.1, 722.32, 722.52, 722.73, 722.83, 722.93, 724.02, 724.2, 724.21, 724.24, 724.3, 724.6, 724.7, 724.71, 724.72, 724.79, 739.3, 739.31, 739.32, 739.36, 739.38, 739.4, 739.41, 739.43, 846, 846.03, 846.1, 846.11, 846.13, 846.2, 846.3, 846.4, 846.5, 846.6, 846.7, 846.8, 846.9, 847.2, 847.21, 847.3, 847.4, 847.41; and Unspecified: ICD9=722, 722.1, 722.2, 722.3, 722.39, 722.5, 722.58, 722.6, 722.7, 722.8, 722.9, 724, 724.06, 724.08, 724.09, 724.4, 724.45, 724.5, 724.51, 724.52, 724.53, 724.54, 724.58, 724.8, 724.9, 724.92, 724.99, 847, 847.5, 847.6, 847.61, 847.7, 847.8, 847.83, 847.84, 847.87, 847.9, 847.91.
one mean within a sample. Rather than assume that the distribution of trajectories varies continuously across individuals, it assumes that there may be clusters or groupings of health care utilization patterns that reflect distinct injury progression patterns and perhaps distinct etiologies.

The group trajectory estimation was completed using the SAS procedure PROC TRAJ (13). The analysis proceeded in two stages. First, distinctive trajectories of back-related health care contacts were identified using a semi-parametric, mixture model. The trajectory analysis requires the researcher to make some assumptions about the distribution of trajectories in the sample. A key step in this stage of model estimation was a) the selection of the number of trajectory groups and b) the shapes of the trajectories over time (linear, cubic, quadratic). With limited evidence in the literature on the long term course of back injuries, models with two to five groups allowing for linear, cubic or quadratic shapes were estimated in this study. Model selection was based on change in the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) (13). The difference in the BIC between models is a measure of the evidence for a more complex model (e.g. larger number of groups or higher order equation, or more covariates) with Jones recommending a two to six point change in the log BIC as evidence of a better model.

For the second phase of the analysis, the patterns of health care contacts within each of the identified trajectory groups were described over the long term, including the type of health care contacts, the frequency of contacts, and the gaps in health care contacts. Based on these results, a definition of a new onset back injury episode using administrative health data is proposed for use in future research study of working populations. All analyses were completed in SAS version 9.1(14).
3. Results

3.1 Study Participants

A total of 137,698 individuals were identified in the provincial health registration file as living in British Columbia and working in one of the five target industries in 2001. Of these workers, 21,430 (15.6%) were excluded because they had less than 10 years of continuous follow-up, leaving a total study sample of 116,268 workers. Excluded workers were younger than the overall sample by an average of seven years and were overrepresented in the construction and transportation industries.

At the time of cohort enumeration in 2001, the analytic sample was predominantly male (81.7%) with a mean age of 42.8 years (sd 11.1) (Table 1). The largest group of workers was employed in the wood and paper products industry and the smallest group in the warehousing industry. Given the requirement for continuous enrolment the gender distribution remained the same during the retrospective follow-up study period and the cohort was an average of 10 years younger in 1992.

Table 1: Description of Study Sample - Workers Employed in Heavy Industries in 2001

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Excluded Workers</th>
<th>Included Workers</th>
<th>Subset of Included Workers with Back Injuries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n=21,430</td>
<td>n=116,268</td>
<td>n=86,239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Age in 2001</td>
<td>35.6 (sd 9.0)</td>
<td>42.8 (sd 11.1)</td>
<td>42.8 (sd 10.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Males</td>
<td>79.3%</td>
<td>81.7%</td>
<td>80.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry in 2001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood Paper Products</td>
<td>27.1%</td>
<td>34.4%</td>
<td>33.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>34.0%</td>
<td>29.7%</td>
<td>30.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>26.2%</td>
<td>17.0%</td>
<td>17.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forestry</td>
<td>10.1%</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
<td>15.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warehousing</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Description of Back Health Care Contacts

In the first year of follow-up, 24.5% of the study sample had a back injury as defined by a diagnosed back-related health care contact or workers’ compensation claim. This figure rose steadily to 29.5% by the last year of follow-up. During the 10 year follow-up window, 74.2% of the study sample (n=86,239) had had at least one diagnosed back-related contact with the health care or compensation system. Individuals with a back injury did not differ significantly from the overall study sample in terms of age, gender or industry distribution (Table 1). The majority of back-related health care contacts were outpatient physician visits (95.4% of all contacts in 1992 rising to 99.2% in 2001) (Figure 1). The annual proportion of back-related contacts defined by a workers’ compensation claim dropped from 8.6% to 4.9% over the follow-up period and those defined by a hospitalization fell from 1.2% to 0.8%.
The majority of health care contacts were for unspecified back diagnoses in 1992 (51.0% unspecified only and an additional 21.6% in combination with visits for other types of diagnoses (Figure 1b)). Visits were more frequently specified by the end of follow-up across cervical (37.8% alone or in combination), lumbar (37.9%), thoracic (23.6%), and unspecified back diagnoses (55.6%). The change over time was largely attributable to change in diagnoses for outpatient visits as more than half of hospitalizations were consistently coded as unspecified back diagnoses over time (62.9% in 1992 and 55.8% in 2001) as were workers’ compensation claims for lumbar diagnoses (52.3% in 1992 and 52.2% in 2001).
3.3 Prevalence and Incidence Estimates

The overall cumulative prevalence of back injury (as defined by the presence of at least one compensation claim, one hospitalization or 2 outpatient visits within 12 months) among the study population over the follow-up period was 63.7%. For type of back injury diagnoses, the cumulative prevalence was highest for unspecified back injuries at 45.1% (yearly prevalence ranged from 13.2% in 1992 to 10.2% in 2001) followed by of lumbar injuries at 33.0% (3.7% to 8.8%), cervical injuries at 32.8% (5.9% to 8.4%) and then thoracic injuries at 19.4% (0.9% to 5.3%). The yearly prevalence of back injury rose from 19.8% in 1992 to 23.1% in 2001. Overall and by site of injury, workers in the forestry industry tended to have the lower prevalence estimates of back injury while workers in the transportation industry tended to have the higher estimates.

The yearly incidence of back injury (for those who met the case definition but were injury free for at least three years prior) was fairly consistent but rose slightly over time at approximately 5.7% to 5.9% of the study population from 1995 to 2001. This slight increase in injuries was evidence for all types of back injury diagnoses/injury sites. By industry the increase in the incidence of back injury was most noticeable among workers in the construction industry (5.4% to 6.3% over time) and the forestry industry (5.4% to 6.1%). Incidence was fairly stable for workers in the transportation (5.9 to 6.1%) and wood/paper products industry (5.6% to 5.9%) and dropped slightly for workers in the warehousing industry (5.9% to 5.2%).

3.4 Trajectory Results

Four trajectories or distinct patterns of back injury (data not shown), as defined by contacts with the health care (outpatient and inpatient visits) or workers’ compensation system, were identified as the best fit for the study sample. The first was composed of individuals with a low probability (<0.001) of ever having a diagnoses back-related health care contact over the entire follow-up period and included 22.9% of the study sample. The second group (26.4% of the sample) was composed of individuals with a consistently high probability (>0.6) of having a diagnoses back-related health care contact every year of the follow-up period. The two remaining groups, 31.4% and 19.3% of the cohort respectively, followed episodic patterns of increasing (0.10 rising to 0.40) and decreasing probabilities (0.30 to 0.01) of back-related health care contacts. Individuals in the low probability trajectory group were on average younger compared to the other groups (e.g. mean age of 42.5 years versus to 44.6 years for the high probability group), were less likely to be female (e.g. 16.4% versus 24.2%) and were less likely to be in the construction industry (27.9% versus to 35.6%) but more likely to be in forestry (16.9% versus 14.5%) or wood and paper products (35.7% versus 29.7%).

The trajectory analyses was re-run for the subset of the study sample with at least one back-related health care contact during the study follow-up period (n=86,239) to help confirm patterns of back morbidity defined by health care contacts. Four trajectories of back-related health care utilization were identified as the best fit of the data among this subset (Figure 2). There remained a group with a high probability (~>0.70) of back-related health care contacts in each year of follow-up representing 32.9% of the subset. The three other groups had episodic trajectories, including one group representing 18.4% of the subset that started with a high probability of a back-related contact (0.55), dropped to a low probability and then started to rise again toward the end of follow-up
A second group including 20.5% of the subset started with a lower probability (0.26), that rose (0.42) and then fell again (0.01) during follow-up. The third group including 28.2% of the subset started with a zero probability that steadily increased over the follow-up period (0.43) but began to plateau or drop in the final years of follow-up (0.40).

Figure 2: Trajectories of Back Injury among Workers in Heavy Industry (subset with at least one diagnosed back-related health care contact over a 10 year follow-up period (n=86,239)

3.4.1 Characteristics of Back Injury Subset, by Trajectory Group

Women represented 18.3% of the study sample, 19.4% of the subset with at least one back-related health care contact, and 21.9% of those in the trajectory with a high probability of a back-related health care contact. Workers in the transportation industry represented 29.7% of the study sample, 30.6% of the back morbidity subset, and a slightly higher proportion of those in the high probability trajectory (33.9%).

In terms of types of health care contacts, Group 1 (high probability group) was defined by an average of four and five outpatient visits per year for back-related diagnoses over the entire follow-up period. Group 2 (episodic) was defined by an average of two out-patient contacts for back-related diagnoses per year during the first two and last two years of follow-up (periods with a high probability of a health care contact). The intervening years were defined on average by less than one contact per year (0.2 to 0.4). Group 3 (declining episode) was defined by an average of two outpatient contacts per year during the first five years of follow-up declining to less than one contact per year on average and zero visits for the final three years of follow-up. Group 4 (increasing episode) was defined by an average of zero contacts per year for the first three years of follow-up,
gradually increasing to an average of two outpatient contacts per year during the final five years of follow-up. The majority of all back-related hospitalizations (69.2%) and lost-time compensation claims (50.9%) occurred in the chronic back trajectory group (Group1). In summary, an episode of back injury was defined by a minimum of two out-patient visits per year and a minimum three-year period with no health care contacts between distinct episodes of back injury. Chronic back injury was defined by a minimum of four visits to a health care practitioner per year and/or a workers’ compensation claim and/or a hospitalization, with no gaps in health care contacts from year to year.

3.4.2 Sensitivity of Trajectories to Stratification by Industry and Back Diagnoses Location

The trajectory analysis was rerun on the injured subset, stratified by industry (construction warehousing, forestry, wood and paper products, and transportation) and by type of back diagnoses (cervical, thoracic, lumbar and unspecified). In all cases, the four group trajectory was the best fit to the data with a chronic group and three episodic groups (results not shown). The analyses were also rerun with the study outcome unweighted by type of health care contact (0/1 only). Again, the four group trajectory (one chronic and three episodic groups) remained the best fit to the data (results not shown).

Dual trajectory analysis (11), used to analyze the connections between distinct but related outcomes, was applied to the data to investigate the associations between morbidity defined by different types of back diagnoses (cervical, lumbar, thoracic, unspecified). In other words, is the probability of belonging to an episodic cervical group distinct or conditional on membership in an episodic lumbar group? Using lumbar and unspecified diagnoses for example, both diagnoses on their own indicated a four group trajectory as noted above. However, Figure 2a and 2b presents the linkage between the lumbar and unspecified diagnoses. The first series (Figure 2a) is the probability of membership in each of the unspecified trajectory groups, conditional upon membership in each of the lumbar trajectory groups. These probabilities can be interpreted as the probability of transitioning from each lumbar trajectory to each unspecified trajectory. No matter how the comparison was analyzed (e.g. lumbar versus cervical, cervical versus thoracic, lumbar versus unspecified), the results show a relationship between the trajectories for the two outcomes under investigation. Figure 2a shows that those in an unspecified trajectory (chronic, episodic) were more likely than not (>0.51) to be in the same lumbar trajectory (chronic and episodic respectively), but those in an episodic group were not more likely to be in the chronic group or vice versa. Figure 2b shows the same (reverse) relationship but membership in some of the episodic lumbar groups was strongly related to membership in the same episodic unspecified group (>0.74). In other words transition from an unspecified trajectory to a lumbar trajectory was more likely than transition from a lumbar trajectory to an unspecified trajectory, especially for episodic groups. Notwithstanding these overall tendencies, the dual trajectory results also indicate that membership in one type of back trajectory (unspecified) is not a certain predictor of another type of trajectory (lumbar).
Figure 2a: Relationship of Lumbar Back Diagnoses with Unspecified Back Diagnoses

Probability of Unspecified Trajectory Group Conditional on Lumbar Trajectory Group

Figure 2b: Relationship of Unspecified Back Diagnoses with Lumbar Back Diagnoses

Probability of Lumbar Trajectory Group Conditional on Unspecified Trajectory Group
4. Discussion and Implications

4.1 Summary of Findings

The prevalence of back injuries has been investigated in numerous cross-sectional studies, but there are very few studies that describe the pattern or trajectory of back morbidity (as measured by diagnosed health care contacts) over a long term follow-up period. This study provided a unique window on long-term health care utilization for multiple types of contact (outpatient offices, hospitals, workers’ compensation systems) using trajectory analyses. While several studies have investigated recurrences of existing back injuries, we sought to define a new episode of back injury, based on a chronic and recurrent model of morbidity, in a working sample known to be a high risk for work-related back injury. We identified distinct trajectories in the study sample – a group with no back-related health care contacts over the long term, a group with a consistent (chronic) high probability of health care contacts over the long term, and episodic groups defined by periods of both high and low probability of a back-related health care contact over a long term follow-up window. Among workers with at least one back-related health care contact over the 10 year follow-up window, the chronic (one group) and episodic trajectories (three groups) remained. We postulate that the episodic groups (those with increasing and decreasing probability of health care contacts during the 10-year follow-up period) are all representative of the same temporal pattern just observed at different starting points for individuals in the cohort.

The results of this study provide useful information for designing etiologic studies of back injury for occupational health researchers which require the identification of new episodes of back morbidity and not recurrence within an episode (15). In this heavy industry cohort, 22.9% of the study sample (a cohort defined by high risk industries) had no history of back morbidity and could be followed for future injury incidence in cohort studies, or could serve as a control group in case-control designs. It is important to note that we did not have information on occupation within industry and this low probability group may represent individuals with less physically demanding jobs or high risk jobs for back injury, such as administrative or management jobs in heavy industry. The episodic morbidity group could serve as a source of incident cases in either cohort or case-control designs, as long as they had been injury free for at least three years. The chronic group (26.4% of the sample) had ongoing prevalent back morbidity and would be less useful for etiological studies.

4.2 Consistency with Previous Studies

The 10-year cumulative back injury prevalence of 63.7% in our study sample is consistent with previous studies of reported life-time prevalence in the general population (16, 17) although perhaps a bit higher than that reported for working populations given the longer follow-up period and the high risk industries. The annual prevalence of 19.8% to 23.1% is consistent with some studies (18) but lower than that reported for some working populations (19) including heavy industry (20). This may be as a result of relying on identification of diagnosed back injury in this working sample.

A total of 26.4% of our overall study sample were defined by a chronic back injury trajectory. This is higher compared to other studies with a definition of chronic back morbidity (21) including working
populations (22) although previous studies were based on self-reported measures over a shorter follow-up window. Other studies indicate that up to 70 to 80% of individuals with back injuries continue to have symptoms one year after the initial onset (5). To our knowledge, no prior studies have followed health care utilization among workers for such an extended period, and therefore there are no prior reports of such persistence.

We found that 50.7% of the overall study sample experienced an episodic trajectory of back injury (which appears to include a combination of recurrences within an episode, a long period of relief from injury, then the start of a new episode). This is consistent with previous studies reporting 50-70% of individuals with back morbidity having a recurrence (23-26), although these rates are greatly dependent upon the definition of recurrence and the time window of follow-up (9, 27). Others have reported a recurrence rate among workers of 33.9% using recurrent health care (28) and 42% using self-reported symptoms (29).

A decrease in the percentage of the study sample with hospitalizations and compensation claims for back related diagnoses over time is consistent with observed trends in North America for both types of health care contacts (1, 30, 31). A decrease or plateau in compensation claims appears to be consistent with changes in injury trends (or changes in the nature of work affecting injury trends) and not due to changes in compensation policies (31) while a reduction in hospitalizations appears to be consistent with a change in clinical practices away from admissions for ineffective treatments for back injury such as bed rest and traction (30).

### 4.3 Sensitivity Analyses

Analyses run by diagnoses type found the same four-group best fit to the data and the dual trajectory analyses indicated that those with one type of diagnoses were more likely than not to also have another type of diagnoses for a similar trajectory (be it chronic or episodic). In other words diagnoses type was not particularly helpful in identifying distinct groups. However, the strongest conditional probabilities were found for transition from unspecified diagnosis groups to specified (lumbar, thoracic or cervical) groups. This may indicate that individuals who first present with back symptoms are given an unspecified diagnosis but with increasing contact with the health care system (and perhaps more medical/diagnostic procedures) are eventually given a more specified diagnoses.

### 4.4 Trajectory Analyses

The trajectory procedure was originally developed for estimating developmental trajectories among children and has been used widely in the psychology and sociology literature (e.g. 32, 33). Technically, the modeling procedure uses a mixture of probability distributions. In other words, it assumes that, rather than being continuously distributed in the population, trends in the course of back injury for example differ for different subgroups in a population. Trajectory analysis does not provide any individual-level information on the pattern of change over time; subjects are grouped and every subject in the group contributes to the average pattern for that trajectory. While many outcomes that we study, including back injury, may not show clear cut points differentiating injury from no injury, the trajectory analyses facilitates the identification and definition of distinct groups and parameters for future research investigating risk factors associated with the onset of injury at the
individual level. The group-based approach is ideally suited for testing whether there are distinctive groups and patterns in the data provided the assumption that different patterns exist is accepted a priori.

Lost in this type of analysis are the unique patterns of individual back injury trajectories. However, even if the population is made up of a series of unique individual-level trajectories, the trajectory procedure applies statistical methods to model their similarities and differences to identify distinct groups with similar temporal patterns of injury. Thus it detects order between individual patterns over time. It is also important to note that trajectory analysis is a statistical device for approximating population differences in injury trajectories. Nagin, the principle architect of the method, warned about a popular misconception that individuals actually belong to a trajectory group (34). Instead, trajectory analysis is a statistical tool summarizing more complex behaviours of a set of individuals. The data summary captures the average behavioural trend of a collection of individuals and is intended to reflect long-term average patterns not short-term individual variability about the pattern.

4.5 Study Sample

Industry of employment in the medical services registration is based on employer-paid health premium information. As a result there may be some misclassification of workers by industry given reliance on a yearly snapshot for the registration file and employer changes within a year. In order to investigate this, a sub-analysis was conducted to compare the industry of employment code in the 2001 registration file with the industry of employment code in the workers’ compensation records for those individuals who had an accepted claim in 2001 and would appear in both databases. Of the 8,721 individuals with a work-related compensation claim in 2001, there was 94.0% agreement between the two sources of industry information.

Industry coding is only available for approximately half of the workforce in British Columbia and under-represents workers who are self-employed or work for small employers (i.e. that do not tend to have employer-paid health premiums). Using data from the 2001 Labour Force Survey (BC Stats, 2006), we estimate that we were able to identify 50.7% of the workers in the five target industries. The distribution of workers across the five industries in our sample differed from the distribution in the Labour Force Survey and may be a reflection of differences in employer-paid health premium coverage or industry mobility. Workers with less than 10 year of follow-up, who we excluded from the study, tended to be in the construction and transportation industries and as a result the distribution of workers in these industries across the entire study sample was lower compared to the LFS estimates (e.g. 17.0% of our study population was in construction compared to 28.1% in the LFS; 29.7% in transportation in the study sample compared to 35.2% in the LFS).

4.5 Conclusions

Most studies of back injuries and related morbidity are based on self-reports (25, 35, 36) and many occupational studies are based on workers’ compensation claims (28), although some researchers define cases based on visiting a health care provider (26, 37) or a combination of data sources (38). Using a combination of data sources may be important for chronic and episodic conditions, especially for work-related conditions.
Dembe and colleagues (39) estimated that 17.8% of health care visits for work-related conditions were paid by sources other than workers’ compensation insurance. This is consistent with Canadian (40) and American studies (41) that have shown an under-reporting of workplace conditions to workers’ compensation systems. In the present study, given the low percentage of the population with a claim and the high percentage of the population with outpatient visits to health care professionals for back morbidity, the reliance on claim data as the outcome of interest in occupational studies may miss a significant portion of participants with back morbidity as well as early indicators of the onset of morbidity prior to work disability. Although we cannot conclude that all of the contacts with health professionals were for work-related back morbidity, research by Hertzman and colleagues (42) showed, in a longitudinal, population-based workforce study in British Columbia, an increase in general practitioner visits leading up to a workers’ compensation claim, a peak during the claim year and then a decrease, though not to former levels among injured workers. It is hypothesized that observed increases in health care utilization during and after an injury are work-related, even though not reimbursed by the workers’ compensation system but rather through the publicly funded health care system. This may be especially true for chronic and episodic conditions such as musculoskeletal injuries where it might be easier to seek care for symptoms through the public health care system without having to ‘prove’ work-relatedness.

Application of case definitions in epidemiological studies to identify individuals with no back injury/morbidity, chronic back injury and episodic back injury requires access to a comprehensive set of health data that may not be available to all researchers in all jurisdictions. Access to outpatient medical services data may be sufficient to distinguish groups given this was the predominant source of health care contacts (e.g. over 99% of those with at least one contact saw a health practitioner for a back-related diagnoses 2001) and the number of visits per year was a key component distinguishing trajectory patterns (although knowledge of hospitalizations and compensation claims would further define the chronic trajectory group). Access to pharmaceutical records may add to future work on case definitions but the type of drugs typically prescribed for back injury are also typically prescribed for numerous other types of pain and may not be a sensitive measure of back-related health care contacts.

Defining a new episode of back injury requires specification of the between-episode gap (three years proposed based on the findings in this study), and the ability to identify a new episode will be highly dependent on the length of follow-up and access to a combination of health-related data sources (43). The results of our study have implications for researchers who might be considering embarking on epidemiological studies to investigate the etiology of back injury. We used a variety of health database to gather a large amount of data on health care contacts over a longitudinal follow-up period. Based on this health data, we are able to propose some definitions of back injury outcomes for use in future studies. In this heavy industry cohort, those with no history of back injury could be followed for future incidence in cohort studies, or could serve as a control group in case-control designs. The episodic injury group could serve as a source of incident cases in either cohort or case-control designs, as long as they had been injury free for at least three years.
5. Dissemination Plans

The knowledge exchange portion of this study has been performed in collaboration with the Centre for Health and Environment Research (CHER). As an organization, CHER has a mandate of making relevant research information available and accessible for practice, planning, and policy-making. Knowledge transfer activities for Part A will target researchers in particular as well as several stakeholder groups interested in identifying back injury outcomes for measuring incidence and prevalence of back injury or understanding the clinical course of back injury among injured workers.

Lay audiences

1) This report, in full, will be sent to WorkSafeBC and posted on the project website. The existing back study website was prepared in collaboration with CHER and has already been promoted to research and stakeholder groups. To date, this website has had 50,000 hits and an average of ten visitors per day.

2) Presentations will be made upon request to research seminars (School of Occupational and Environmental Hygiene, Institute for Work and Health, Workers’ Compensation Research Group) as well as professional organizations who could make use of the findings on the course of back injury among workers in heavy industry for clinical or compensation program;

Researchers

3) Summaries will be prepared in collaboration with CHER and targeted to occupational health researchers, and to industry stakeholders (e.g. industrial workplace health and safety employees/joint health and safety committee members) interested in undertaking studies of the risk factors associated with back injuries.

Scientific Audiences

4) International and national conference presentations, including:

5) Publications in peer-reviewed, indexed scientific journals, including media/press releases to a broader audience, including:
   • Koehoorn M et al. Back Injury Trajectories among a Cohort of Heavy Industry Workers in British Columbia. For submission to Spine May 2007;
6. Further Research

This study was the first phase (methods development) of a research program to study the causes of back injuries in heavy industries and to test ways to reduce them. Phase I (Part A and Part B) addressed two persistent methodological problems in back injury epidemiology, the difficulty of case definition and ascertainment, and the difficulty of measuring exposures for large scale epidemiological studies. To do so, this study examined the health care history and descriptive epidemiology of back injuries within the health care and compensation systems; and measured exposures to specified work site risk factors (materials handling, trunk postures and whole body vibration), with the aim of creating predictive models of exposure. In Phase 1 we established case definitions based on administrative health and compensation records, and exposure assessment methods for measuring physical risk factors across a variety of occupations and work environments. Phase 1 provided invaluable data for the research team to plan Phases 2 and 3 (and provide stand-alone value for employers and employees of the target industries with regards to exposure assessment techniques, and for health care and compensation providers with regards to a better understanding of the course of back injuries for effective management and disability prevention). Based on the findings from Phase I, Phase 2 (the subject of a future proposal), will investigate the relative importance of the many postulated risk factors and their interactions in the etiology and progression of new onset and chronic back injuries in heavy industry. This data and data from Phase 1 will be used to design control measures. Phase 3 (also the subject of a future proposal) will be a randomized workplace trial of the effectiveness of various control measures to reduce the risk of work-related back injuries. Each of the first two phases is expected to contribute to the design of the subsequent phases, but will also contribute important independent scientific results.
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